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Today’s Topic
• My Background
• Silicon Valley’s Ecosystem (review)
• To start up or not to Start up
–Entrepreneur
–Intrapreneur
• Business Plan
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My Background
1972
1973
1981
1985
1985
1987
2002
2006
2014

(1972 Tokyo University)
Marubeni Electronics
IBM
(1978 Stanford University)
McKinsey & Company
AZCA, Inc.
Logitech Board
Pacific Technology Ventures
Noventi
PARC Senior Executive Advisor
AZCA Venture Partners
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Silicon Valley’s Geography

50 Miles

*- The term “Silicon Valley” was coined in 1971 by Don Hoefler in the column articles ”Silicon Valley in the USA” in the magazine Electronic News.
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Silicon Valley Mechanism (… in essence)

• More people
• More information
• More technology

More Money

Accumulation of
Knowledge
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VC Investments by State
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Notable Players in Silicon Valley
William Shockley

Mark Zuckerberg

Reid Hoffman
Sergey Brin

Larry Ellison
Bill Gates

AZCA

Jerry Yang
William Hewlett &
David Packard

Elon Musk
Pierre Omidyar

Steven Jobs

Andy Grove

(French-born Iranian-American )

(3rd employee)

Source: AZCA
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Silicon Valley Culture
• Openness
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Silicon Valley Culture
• Tolerance for Failure
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10 Top Reasons to Start up
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Be your own boss
Create value for Society
Explore yourself
Do things you are not qualified for
Be a job creator
Become more productive
Mentorship
Networking with successful people
Financial independence
Heads you win, tails you won’t lose much
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10 Top Reasons not to Start up
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Too young
Too inexperienced
Not determined enough
Not smart enough
Know nothing about business
No cofounder
No idea
No room for more startups
Family to support
Independently wealthy

Source: Y-Combinator
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10 Top Reasons Startups Fail
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No market need
Ran out of cash
Not the right team
Get outcompeted
Pricing/cost issues
Poor product
Need/Lack business model
Poor marketing
Ignore customers
Product mis-timed

Source: CB Insights
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How to Kill Ideas
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Don’t be ridiculous.
We tried that before.
We have never done it before.
It costs too much.
It can’t be done.
That’s beyond our responsibility.
It’s too radical a change.
We don’t have the time.
That will make other equipment (or
service) obsolete.
We are too small for it.
That’s not our problem.
Let’s get back to reality.
Why change it, it’s still working O.K.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You’re two years ahead of your time.
We are not ready for that.
It isn’t in the budget.
Can’t teach an old dog new tricks.
Let’s form a committee.
Too hard to sell.
If it was good -- we’d already be doing it.
We’ll be the laughing stock.
That doesn’t apply to us.
We’re doing the best we can.
We did all right without it.
Has anyone else ever tried it?
It doesn’t work in our industry.
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Framework for New Business
Development

New

Technology SCurve

New Business in the
future

Technology
Old
Current
Business

New
applications

Old

New
Market

Source: AZCA
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KFS for Corporate Venturing and
Intrapreneurship
Top Management • Strong top management

Intrapreneur

•
•

leadership
Timely top-down decision making
Continued commitment at the
top management level

•
•
•
•
•

Entrepreneurial spirit
Commitment to innovation
Appetite for risk and reward
Appetite for competition
High confidence and self-esteem
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Framework for Presentation
9. Financials
8. Management Team
7. Business/Revenue Model
6. Competitive Analysis
5. Go-to-Market Strategy
4. Technology/Products/Solution/Service
3. Market Opportunity
2. Value Proposition
(Problem definition and your solution)
1. Executive Summary
(Description of Business)
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Key Due Diligence Questions
Market Potential
• Who are the target
customers?
• Is the target market
big enough or
expected to grow big
in a reasonable time
frame?
• Why would the
customer buy the
company’s product?
• How will the
company reach the
target customers?

Value Proposition
(Technology/ Service)

Management
Capability

• Is the technology
indeed superior vis-àvis competition?
• Is company’s IP
position well
protected?
• Are there enough
entry barriers?
• Is the product
development plan
realistic?

• Does the
management team
have relevant set of
skills and team
dynamics (R&D, Mfg,
Finance, Marketing)?
• Does the
management team
have sustained
passion and
leadership for
achieving a long term
success?
• Is the management
team flexible enough
to listen to other
people’s bright ideas?

Financial and Others
• How much
investment is
required over what
time span to achieve
a self sustainability?
• How much
investment is
required for what
purpose in this round
of financing?
• Does the opportunity
fit our investment
criteria (strategy,
investment stage,
value added,
valuation range)?
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9 C’s of Effective Elevator Pitch
1. Concise

An effective elevator pitch contains as few words as possible, but no
fewer.

2. Clear

Rather than being filled with acronyms, MBA-speak, and ten-dollar words,
an effective elevator pitch can be understood by your grandparents, your
spouse, and your children.

3. Compelling

An effective elevator pitch explains the problem your Solution solves.

4. Credible

An effective elevator pitch explains why you are qualified to see the
problem and to build your Solution.

5. Conceptual

An effective elevator pitch stays at a fairly high level and does not go
into too much unnecessary detail.

6. Concrete

As much as is possible, an effective elevator pitch is also specific and
tangible.

7. Customized

An effective elevator pitch addresses the specific interests and concerns
of the audience.

8. Consistent

Every version of an effective elevator pitch conveys the same basic
message.

9. Conversational

Rather than being to close the deal, the goal of an elevator pitch is to
just set the hook; to start a conversation, or dialogue, with the audience.
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Discussion
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Masa Ishii
•

Mr. Masazumi (“Masa”) Ishii is a Managing Director of AZCA, Inc., a professional firm based in Menlo Park, California, which provides consulting
and investment banking services to technology based companies to achieve their corporate development objectives in the Asia-Pacific markets.
Based on his over twenty-five years of experience as a professional in international business and high technology, Mr. Ishii has supported
numerous companies in North America, as well as Japan and other parts of Asia, in formulating and implementing their strategies on
international businesses and new venture development.

•

Mr. Ishii is also an active investor in emerging high technology companies. He served as a Managing Director of Noventi until 2010 as its
Venture Partner until 205. Founded in 2002, Noventi manages early-stage technology venture capital investment funds. Noventi’s second
fund, launched in 2006, targets the Greentech space. To date, Noventi has invested in early stage companies in the biodiesel, thin film PV,
lighting control, and small wind areas. He is currently in the process of forming a strategic VC fund in the area of Healthcare.

•

Prior to establishing AZCA in 1985, Mr. Ishii was a senior management consultant at McKinsey & Company, Inc., where he planned and managed
projects for numerous corporations in Japan, Europe and the United States, focusing on international diversification strategies. He was an
active member of the firm’s Technology Practice and Electronics Practice. He was also instrumental in developing the firm’s Pacific Rim Practice
in providing East-West links for companies entering new markets and establishing businesses on both sides of the Pacific.

•

Before joining McKinsey, Mr. Ishii was an influential contributor in the computer industry for more than a decade, including eight years with
IBM in Japan. While at IBM, Mr. Ishii was involved in a broad range of technical and management activities, and co-authored two books on
IBM’s database and data communications architecture.

•

Mr. Ishii serves on the board and the advisory board of several multinational companies. He also served or serves on the board of various
associations, including the Japan Society of Northern California and the Japanese Chamber of Commerce in Northern California (President in
2007). He was a member of the US-Japan Innovation and Entrepreneurship Council.

•

He is a frequent speaker and writer on issues involving innovation and entrepreneurship as well as international corporate development, and is
a well-recognized member of the Pacific Rim business infrastructure. He was also a Senior Executive Advisor to PARC (Palo Alto Research
Center), a Xerox company, until 2012. He is a visiting professor at Waseda University Business School and at Graduate School of Engineering,
Shizuoka University.

•

Mr. Ishii holds a Bachelor of Engineering in mathematical engineering and instrumentation physics from the University of Tokyo and a Master of
Science in computer science from Stanford University.
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Innovation Ecosystem of Silicon Valley
Entrepreneurs
Lawyer
Accountant
Consultant
Executive Search
Universities and
Research
Institutions

Incubators
Accelerators

Investment Bank
Research Firm
etc.

VCs

Innovation Ecosystem

起業家

Universities and
Research
Institutions

弁護士事務所
会計事務所
コンサルタント
ヘッドハンター
投資銀行
調査会社
etc.
VC
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